1.) **Technical Scoring Formula**

The final Technical scores are determined by giving the maximum number of Technical points available (A) to the proposal with the highest raw technical score. The remaining proposals are rated by applying the following formula:

\[
\text{Raw Technical Score of Proposal Being Scored} \times A = \text{Final Technical score}
\]

\[
\text{Highest Raw Technical Score}
\]

Note: Proposals must be evaluated for technical viability first, before Cost is considered.

In order for an Offeror to be considered responsible for an RFP and therefore eligible for selection for Best and Final Offerors or selection for contract negotiations the total score for the technical submittal of the Offeror’s proposal must be greater than or equal to **70% of the available technical points**.

Cost is analyzed for technically qualified proposers immediately after technical evaluation is completed.

2.) **Cost Formula**

**Cost Formula:** The cost criterion is rated by giving the proposal with the lowest total cost the maximum number of Cost points available. The remaining proposals are rated by applying the following formula:

\[
1 - (B - A) \times C = D
\]

\[
A
\]

A—the lowest Offeror’s cost.

B—the Offeror’s cost being scored.

C—the maximum number of cost points available.

D—Offeror’s cost score (points).
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